March 25, 2014

The Next Generation of SRS

Presentation to the Savannah River Site Citizens Advisory Board
Purpose

- To satisfy the Strategic & Legacy Management Committee’s Work Plan by
  - Providing the insight and perspective of the younger generation working in the nuclear industry

- Panelists presentations
- Q&A
Acronyms

- **DOE-EM**: Department of Energy – Environmental Management
- **DWPF**: Defense Waste Processing Facility
- **ISDP**: Interim Salt Disposition Process
- **NNSA**: National Nuclear Security Administration
- **SREL**: Savannah River Ecology Laboratory
- **SRNL**: Savannah River National Laboratory
- **SRNS**: Savannah River Nuclear Solutions
- **SRR**: Savannah River Remediation
- **SWPF**: Salt Waste Processing Facility
- **WSB**: Waste Solidification Building
Who We Are

- Unique group of young professionals from across the site
  - SRNS, SRR, SRNL, SREL, DOE-EM, NNSA
- Enterprise-SRS Sounding Board
- Mission Development Council

- The opinions expressed today are our own. We are solely representing ourselves and our generation.
THE NEXT GENERATION OF SRS
Conclusion

- The young generation is ready and willing to successfully execute the current missions at SRS
- We are also developing new skills that will allow us to meet future challenges and new missions that benefit our nation
- The future of SRS is in good hands
Questions?